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The following sections from Contractor’s Part 1-Technical Proposal are included here as Scope of Work 

Tab A – Project Understanding  

Tab B – Project Approach and preliminary  schedule 

Tab C – Project Cost Reduction Opportunities 

Tab D – Contractor’s Minimum Qualifications and Certifications (Including Attachments 1, 2, 3, 4) 

Tab E – Project Team Qualifications and Experience (Except Attachments 5 and 6) 

Tab F – Subcontractor List and Assurance of Designated Project Team (Including Attachments 7 and 8) 

Tab H – Safety Program and Record (Includes only Attachment 9 for Auburn Constructors, Gateway 
Pacific, and DN Tanks.  Full Safety Program submitted separately) 

Tab I – Quality Control Program (Full Quality Control Program submitted separately) 

Tab J – Other Required Statements/Documents (Includes Attachment 10, 11, 13, 14, 19) 

Tab K – Exceptions 

Tab L – Appendix to Part 1 (Includes Signed Addenda 1, 2, and 3 Only) 
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The City of Roseville (City) has issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the West Side 
Tanks and Pump Station Project. For this capital improvement project, the City intends to 
utilize the Design-Assist Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) with shared savings contract 
delivery method. This method will effectively make the selected contractor a vital member 
of the project team, alongside the City and Water Works Engineers – who has been 
retained for engineering, design, and construction management services.  
 
The Design-Assist GMP method benefits the City immensely as it allows for a 
qualifications-based bidding approach and provides for early contractor engagement and 
collaboration. Through collaboration, this method fosters cost appropriate approaches to 
the work and promotes constructability opportunities. Through this proposal, we intend to 
show that AUBURN is the best qualified, most prepared, and highly collaborative 
candidate to join the Design-Assist Team. 
 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
The West Side Tanks and Pump Station Project has been in process since 2005 and was 
conceived to provide potable water storage and pumping capacity to new developments 
on the west side of the City’s service area. The project was shelved for years due to the 
economic recession of 2008 but is now ready for construction.  
 

 
 

Figure  1: View of a pre-stressed concrete water storage tank, with encased pump cans in the foreground, under 
construction at the West Hills Water Treatment Plant in Hollister, CA. Auburn Constructors was the prime contractor on 
this $27.8M contract.  
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The West Side Tanks and Pump Station Project is comprised of the following major items 
of work: 
 

1. Water Storage Tanks: Additional potable water storage is accomplished by the 
construction of two 6.0 MG pre-stressed concrete water storage tanks. Tank 
footings will require over excavation and installation of mechanical stabilized earth 
(MSE) foundation system. Foundation work will also involve the installation of a 
leak detection system with PVC liner and perforated piping. 

2. Booster Pump Station: Additional pumping capacity is achieved through the 
installation of four vertical turbine booster pumps, which are housed inside a CMU 
block building along with a chemical distribution system and associated electrical 
equipment. Outside features include architectural canopies, valve vault for pump 
isolation valves, and a hydropneumatic tank to help regulate system pressure.  

 
Figure 2: Isometric section view of the booster pump station building. AUBURN utilizes 3D modeling 
techniques to collaborate with the project team to refine work plans, discover conflicts before they happen, 
and provide better prospective on upcoming work. AUBURN personnel will bring this same competency to 
the Design-Assist team. 

3. Tank Valve Vault: The City has made it clear that they are not in favor of direct 
buried valves on the site. A cast-in-place concrete valve vault will be constructed 
to house valves on the suction and discharge lines running between the tanks and 
booster pump station.  

4. Electrical: The site will feature a standby diesel generator, fuel tank, and load bank. 
The pump station will feature variable frequency drives and reduced voltage soft 
starters, along with other associated electrical, control, and security equipment. 
Installation of electric service to site including transformer will be required. 

5. Instrumentation and Controls: Installation of hardware, instrumentation, and I&C 
infrastructure will be by the Contractor while programming will be provided by the 
City. 

6. Miscellaneous Site Work: Notable sitework items include sewer, storm drain, and 
potable water tie-ins; below and above ground yard piping and electrical; design 
and install of cathodic protection system; site paving and landscaping; construction 
of lined bioretention basins; and CMU block wall and chain link fence installation. 
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7. Project Management and Administration: Not only will the Contractor act in a 
project management role, maintaining schedule and contract correspondence, but 
they will also participate in a cooperative partnership with the City and Engineer to 
collaborate on major project challenges, risk mitigation, and constructability 
opportunities. The Contractor will contribute in up to eight Final Design 
Coordination Meetings with the Design-Assist Team. 

AUBURN’S APPROACH 
AUBURN’s goal is to deliver the West Side Tanks and Booster Pump Station project to 
the City before its expected completion date for a lower cost than budgeted. Throughout 
the project, our experienced managers will collaborate with the City, Engineer, 
Subcontractors and Suppliers to blend form and function with budget and time. We pay 
attention to every detail in order to deliver a quality project as cost-effectively as possible. 
Likewise, our highly skilled field staff will self-perform installation of underground and 
aboveground utilities, structural concrete, site electrical, and mechanical equipment. 
 
AUBURN will partner with Gateway Pacific Contractors (GATEWAY) to construct the two 
pre-stressed concrete storage tanks. GATEWAY is locally owned and operated and 
employs one of the most capable self-performing capacities of any general contractor in 
California who specializes in tank construction. AUBURN and GATEWAY have a history 
of successful partnerships on projects, several of which were performed directly for the 
City of Roseville. Three major advantages that the AUBURN-GATEWAY partnership will 
bring to the West Side Tanks and Booster Pump Station project include the following: 
 

1. Both AUBURN and GATEWAY are locally owned and operated with 100% of our 
workforce living in the Sacramento region. Our personnel are invested in the local 
community and economy. We are readily available for this project, located in our 
backyard. 

2. AUBURN maintains an in-house Electrical Division, which is an integral member 
of the contracting team for all municipal projects we pursue. This not only helps us 
to keep our costs low, but also reduces coordination and scheduling issues. 

3. GATEWAY has successfully constructed the last five (5) prestressed tanks that 
were built for the City of Roseville. We hope to build upon this history of successful 
partnering by serving the City once again to construct the West Side Tanks.  

 

Figure 3: Details of the last five (5) prestressed concrete tanks built for the City by GATEWAY and DN TANKS. One 
of the same superintendents listed here is our proposed Tank Construction Superintendent. 
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ACHIEVING THE CITY’S GOALS 
 

Best Value – A detailed GMP cost proposal has been developed for this 
Project.  Along with an accurate budget, AUBURN will provide weekly 
updates to ensure opportunities are recognized, and any problems that 
need to be remedied are done so in a timely manner.  This open book 
approach will give the City confidence that every dollar is being allocated 
efficiently. 

 
Schedule – A detailed project schedule has been developed for this project 
which highlights the level of attention we put into every project we construct. 
In addition to all critical items being recognized at the onset, AUBURN will 
provide monthly progress reports summarizing activities performed during 
the reporting period, identify activities planned for the next reporting period, 
and identify performance and expenditures. AUBURN has never been 
assessed liquidated damages, which we attribute to our ability to produce 
and maintain excellent project schedules. 

 
Quality – Long after construction is completed, this project will be highly 
visible to the public and provide a critical service to the surrounding 
community. AUBURN recognizes the great importance of this project to the 
City and will provide our distinguished attention to detail that we bring to 
every project we perform. AUBURN has an excellent track record of doing 
work right the first time and going the extra mile to ensure that all parties are 
satisfied with both function and aesthetics. 

 
IDENTIFYING CHALLENGES  
Based on AUBURN’s thorough proposal preparation, we have identified the following 
aspects of work as particularly challenging comparatively in the overall scope. 
 
CHALLENGE #1: Storm Drain Tie-In on Westpark Drive 
The 30” storm drain tie-in on Westpark Drive will be inherently difficult as it requires us to 
perform a large diameter tie-in on an active street. This will necessitate continuous traffic 
control and a potential lane closure for multiple days as the new pipe is installed and the 
saddle manhole is cast in place. Some mitigation measures for this challenge are as 
follows: 
 

• Clear communication with the City and other affected parties as to our tie-in 
schedule and durations. 

• Prepare a detailed traffic control plan well in advance with review and buyoff from 
affected parties. 

• Make consideration for working overtime hours on this task until in-traffic work is 
complete. 

 
CHALLENGE #2: Construction Site Access 
The current Erosion Control Plan shows temporary construction entrances being located 
on the north and east sides of the project in the same locations as the permanent 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/$
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/$
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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entrances. The north entrance is inconveniently located behind a security access gate for 
the Pleasant Grove Treatment Plant. Because work will be occurring simultaneously on 
the tanks and the pump station area, there will be considerable access demands between 
Auburn’s forces and that of our tank subcontractor. We feel that two construction 
entrances will be required on the east side of the project to meet this demand. Ideally, the 
north access point could be moved to the location shown in Figure 3 below. This entrance 
would be conveniently located for the tank builder’s use and the area already requires 
demolition in order to install the 30” storm drain.  
 

 
Figure 3: Overview of 30” Storm Drain tie-in on Westpark Drive and possible access points to the site. 

CHALLENGE #3: Coordination with Power Utility 
Coordination with an outside agency to provide permanent power to a construction site is 
a recurring challenge on projects and if not properly coordinated, can become a major 
schedule driver or delay. Although we are not dealing with a larger organization like 
PG&E, we believe that coordination with Roseville Electric to provide permanent power 
to the site could present some difficulties making it worthy to mention in this section. Some 
mitigation measures for this challenge include: 
 

• Early coordination and communication with Roseville Electric regarding the West 
Side Tanks and Booster Pump Station Project.  

• Finalization of utility design. 
• Frequent communication with Roseville Electric throughout the project to ensure 

that our scheduling and inspection requirements are identified and understood. 
 
CHALLENGE #4: Backfill of Booster Pump Station 
GATEWAY plans to construct both tanks concurrently with a three-month delayed start of 
Tank #1 after proceeding with Tank #2. As such, our preliminary schedule favors 
AUBURN’s work progressing from west to east across the site in order to provide the best 
possible access for our tank subcontractor. Once tank over-excavation is completed, our 
forces can install underground utilities for the tanks and advance to the tank valve vault, 
triggering the start MSE foundation installation. As the tank work progresses from Tank 
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#2 to Tank #1, our forces will have advanced the site underground utilities to the Booster 
Pump Station. We will then begin work on the pump cans and the pump station valve vault 
while work on both tanks progresses. 
 
Once the deeper aspects of the Booster Pump Station are completed, the pump station 
area will require backfilling to slab subgrade. During backfill of the pump station area, 
access will become congested between the earthwork subcontractor and the tank builder. 
This could possibly create a situation where AUBURN’s forces have a brief delay in the 
work until backfill is completed. Some mitigation measures for this challenge include: 
 

• Collaborating closely with our subcontractors when refining our CPM Baseline 
schedule and work plan to mitigate potential conflicts; 

• Reviewing alternative sequencing of the work to ensure to ensure the best possible 
timeline. 

 
CHALLENGE #5: Tank and Pipeline Disinfection and Flushing 
Disinfection and flushing of the potable water tanks and pipelines will propose a challenge 
due to the large-scale infrastructure and sheer volume of water that will be required to 
make this possible. Discharging this high volume of flushing water and dechlorinated 
disinfection water to the City’s system will require coordination with City utilities. We will 
prepare a highly detailed Disinfection Plan that draws heavily from AUBURN’s and 
GATEWAY’s experience in disinfecting water treatment plants, reservoirs, and pump 
stations. 
 
CHALLENGE #6: Concrete Delivery 
There is a total of two (possibly three) local concrete batch plants that will be able to 
service this project’s demand. Due to the current overwhelming demand, these plants are 
requiring pours to be scheduled as far out as one month in advance, with delays of up to 
a week if contractors are unable to meet their originally scheduled pour date. GATEWAY 
is currently experiencing this challenge as they construct a 6MG prestressed concrete 
tank in Lincoln, California, to be completed in June of this year. To mitigate this challenge, 
AUBURN will ensure that lookahead schedules are accurate and to-date and will keep 
open communication with the plant as work progresses. 
 
CHALLENGE #7: West Park High School Opening, Traffic, and Public Safety 
The Roseville High School District has put out a notice stating that the West Park High 
School, located opposite the project site, will be opening for its first school year in August 
2020. Though main access to the school is not off Westpark Dr., this still has the potential 
to increase traffic, congestion, and public attention at the project.  
 
The tank foundation and structures alone require over 18,000 CY of aggregate base and 
drain rock and 6,000 CY of ready-mix concrete. Truck traffic to and from the site will be 
significant. AUBURN will work diligently with our suppliers to develop an efficient truck 
routing plan and will provide clear communication, access, signage, and traffic control 
measures when interfacing with the public right of way.  
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PROJECT APPROACH 

FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS 
 
The following key elements form the foundation of our project approach: 
 

1. CONFIDENCE: The City will have the full commitment and involvement of our top-
level management throughout the life of the project.  This commitment ensures that 
our best-qualified project team is selected, assembled, and available at the start of 
the project with the proper focus, organizational backing, and resources to “hit the 
ground running”. 
 

2. EXPERTISE: AUBURN employs a team of proven client-focused construction 
professionals with current relevant project experience and intimate knowledge of 
the local construction market; who work well together and possess the mature 
interpersonal skill sets necessary to work collaboratively as a team; and who are 
committed to the success of the project. 
 

3. THE RIGHT PEOPLE: We have assembled a team of qualified subcontractors, sub-
consultants, and vendors, who are quality-focused with the proven expertise and 
depth of resources to handle a project of this size and complexity. It is worth noting 
that both AUBURN’s and GATEWAY’s management and skilled craftspeople live 
locally and have deep roots in the community. Our people are motivated to realize 
this project’s success.  

 
4. APPROPRIATE MEANS: We utilize the most appropriate project scheduling, 

management and communication tools to provide accurate and real time 
information for effective decision making, including Primavera P6, ProCore, etc.  
The key to a successfully run project is not the software, it is the people using the 
software.  We will use the appropriate tools to make this project a success and 
keep everyone informed and comfortable that our collective goals are being 
accomplished. 

 
5. OPEN COMMUNICATION: Our team ensures effective communications and 

teamwork at all levels of the project with all stakeholders through a collaborative 
team approach, partnering with the City Engineering and Operations staff, and 
Water Works Engineers, to make the project a success for all. 

 
6. DEPTH OF RESOURCES: AUBURN has the financial strength and Company-wide 

depth of resources to ensure the necessary manpower, materials, end equipment 
are employed on the project when needed. 

 
7. PREPLANNING: We will establish a “Critical Path” submittal list at the project onset, 

working with vendors, the City and Engineer to expedite equipment procurement 
to ensure timeline objectives are met. 
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MAJOR PROJECT COMPONENTS 
 
AUBURN has generated a preliminary CPM schedule which identifies the following major 
project components, the critical path drivers, and our proposed methodologies to 
accomplish the required tasks within the desired timeline: 
 

1. Pre-Planning and Design Assistance  
2. Site Development 
3. Foundation Mitigation and Tank Construction 
4. Tank Valve Vault 
5. Booster Pump Station 
6. Electrical, Instrumentation, and Control 
7. Sitework Concrete, Paving, and Landscaping 
8. Project Startup and Closeout 

 
ITEM #1: PRE-PLANNING AND DESIGN ASSISTANCE 
Pre-Planning 
Once NTP is issued, pre-planning activities will continue in earnest, which will involve 
issuing all subcontracts and purchase orders for the project, delivering submittals for long-
lead time and critical path items, and performing the required pot holing to confirm the 
extent of all existing utilities within the project limits. Some of the critical path submittals 
we will pursue initially include: 
 

• MSE Foundation System 
• Tank Liner and Underdrain 
• Prestressed Concrete Tank  
• Underground Pipe, Valves, Fittings 
• Precast manholes and vaults 
• Vertical Turbine Pumps and Cans 
• Major electrical and instrumentation equipment 

 
Design-Assistance 
As a Design-Assist Team member, AUBURN, GATEWAY and their subcontractors will 
bring their extensive background and expertise to the table alongside the City and Water 
Works Engineers. Upon NTP, we will conduct a constructability review of the final design, 
providing our combined insight on construction means and methods to offer potential cost 
and schedule saving ideas that provide an overall benefit to the project. We will also 
provide value engineering concepts that seek to improve the overall quality of the project. 
Some of the concepts we have extrapolated to date are presented in Tab C of this scope 
of work. These concepts will be refined as we participate in up to eight (8) Final Design 
Coordination Meetings with the Design-Assist Team. 
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ITEM #2: SITE DEVELOPMENT 
AUBURN will begin initial site development by establishing our access points to the site, 
installing temporary security fence, mobilizing facilities and equipment and installing Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) as identified in our SWPPP plan. After these items have 
been addressed, clearing and grubbing of the site can proceed followed by earthwork 
activities. 
 
Critical path of the project schedule runs through construction of the two (2) 6MG storage 
tanks. As such, it will be our priority after mobilization to perform over-excavation for the 
tanks’ foundation and installation of under-tank utilities to make way for our tank builder. 
The tank excavation will generate over 15,000 CY of soil that will be used for fill operations 
on the remainder of the site. Our earthwork subcontractor will backfill the site concurrently 
while over-excavation is taking place to minimize any double handling of material. Though 
some of this material will have to be placed under the pump station, we will intentionally 
try to leave the footprint of the booster pump station low as we will have to excavate back 
through this material to install the pump cans and valve vault.  
 

Item #1 Key Staff: 
 

• Dean Bailey (Project Sponsor) – Oversee all contractual matters 
 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning and 
coordination responsibility, critical early submittals, and design 
assistance. 

 
• Kevin Couper (Principal-in-Charge) – Resource allocation and planning. 

 
• Darin Van Oosterhout (CPM Scheduler) – Baseline schedule creation 

and updates. 
 

• Andy Rusk (Electrical PM) – Coordination with Roseville Electric, 
electrical sequencing and installation. 

 
• Gateway Pacific (Tank Builder) – Tank submittals preparation and 

design assistance. 
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Once tank over-excavation is 
complete and prior to our tank 
builder beginning MSE 
installation, our underground 
crew will install the following 
underground utilities: the 8” 
tank drains, the 24” tank fill 
lines, the 30” tank discharge 
lines, the duct bank running 
between the two tanks, and the 
30” storm drain located on the 
south side of the tanks. MSE 
foundation work can begin 
once these features are in 
place.  
 
As MSE work begins, our underground crew will advance the 30” and 42” PW lines and 
electrical from the tank valve vault to the booster pump station. At the pump station, 
schedule will follow installation of the pump cans and valve vault. Once these features are 
installed and backfilled, our underground crew will complete installation of the PW 
pipelines (stopping short of the PW tie-in), the 6” sanitary sewer (SS) line, and underslab 
electrical. Other notable underground utilities on the site include the 8” storm drain line on 
the north end of the site, which is not on the critical path of the schedule, and the leak 
detection pipelines, which will be discussed further in the following section.  
 
It should be noted that Specification Section 01110, Paragraph 1.5.B.1 states that work 
on the future Operations Building will be under a separate contract following completion 
of this project. However, Plan Sheet #54, Note 3 states that work on the Ops Building will 
commence during construction of the West Side Tanks, in accordance with “Project 
Milestone 2”. We will need to confirm the City’s intended timeline with this location during 
the Design Finalization stage so that we are able to build this into our work plan. It will 
also be critical that the Design-Assist Team finalizes the details for the cathodic protection 
system so these elements can be installed as the pipe is being installed. 
 

 

Item #2 Key Staff: 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning, subcontractor 
coordination, underground utility coordination 

• Don Pearson (Electrical Superintendent) – Underground electrical 
coordination 

• Earthwork Subcontractor – Clearing and grubbing, over-excavation of tank 
foundation, backfill operations across site 

Figure 4: Overview of the 24” and 30” tank fill and discharge lines. 
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ITEM #3: FOUNDATION MITIGATION & TANK CONSTRUCTION 
Our tank builder, GATEWAY, will mobilize and begin work on the MSE foundation once 
tank underslab utilities are installed. Our schedule shows it will take roughly 16 months to 
complete work on both tanks, with 2 months committed to MSE installation and the 
remaining 14 months committed to tank construction, wrapping, and disinfection. Work 
will proceed at Tank #1 two to three months after beginning work on Tank #2, at which 
point construction will progress simultaneously on both tanks. This delayed start is to 
account for the Specialty Tank Pre-stressor’s (DN Tanks) work that will occur on the tail 
end of tank construction. DN Tanks will mobilize one strand wrapping and automated 
shotcrete machine to the site, which will wrap, prestress, and shotcrete each tank 
sequentially. This process will take roughly two to three months to finish Tank #2 and 
relocate the machine to Tank #1. 
 
It should be noted that GATEWAY plans to install the tank 
slabs and roofs in two pours, as is allowed by the contract 
structural drawings. This will effectively create a 
construction joint through the slab and roof of each tank. 
 
GATEWAY will install the 30-mil liner underneath the 
tanks as they construct the MSE foundation. Once tank 
construction is completed, AUBURN will backfill the tanks 
and install the tank leak detection piping and drain rock, 
bringing up the liner as we backfill and wrapping it back to 
the tanks for attachment. Leak detection piping will be 
routed back to the tank valve vault, while the upper drain 
piping will be routed to the nearby retention basin to the 
south. 
 
Final cleaning and disinfection of the tanks will be performed by GATEWAY utilizing 
AWWA C652, Method 2, as required in Specification Section 03314. Tank disinfection will 
take place after or in-conjunction with pipeline disinfection. A certified backflow prevention 
device will be installed at the PW tie-in location so that water can be sent from the City’s 
system through the PW lines to the tanks. Disinfection will, most likely, be performed one 
tank at a time and utilize the same 6 MG of water for both tanks. Upon passing 
bacteriological testing, this water will be ready for distribution. 
 

 

Item #3 Key Staff: 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall planning, subcontractor coordination 

• Gateway Pacific (Tank Builder) – Tank foundation, PVC liner, tank construction, 
flushing and disinfection 

• DN Tanks (Tank Pre-stressor) – Tank wrapping, pre-stressing, & shotcrete 

 

Figure 5: View of one of DN Tanks’ 
pre-stressing machines wrapping a 

concrete tank. 
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ITEM #4: TANK VALVE VAULT 
Because the critical path flows through construction of the storage tanks, there is 
considerable float for the other structural concrete elements on the site. For example, the 
Tank Valve Vault is shown with roughly 440 working days (WD’s) of float. However, in an 
effort to maximize efficiency and limit the number of activities requiring completion on the 
back end of tank construction, AUBURN concrete crews will begin work on the Tank Valve 
Vault at the same time as our mechanical crews are installing under-tank utilities. 
Consequently, our concrete and mechanical crews will have completed the valve vault 
and moved on to the Booster Pump Station area by the time that GATEWAY begins slab 
work on Tank #1. This will help to limit congestion around the tanks. Concrete construction 
of the tank valve vault will take an estimated 60 WD’s. 
 

 
 
ITEM #5: BOOSTER PUMP STATION 
Our concrete crews will move 
from the Tank Valve Vault to the 
Booster Pump Station to install 
the vertical turbine pump cans 
and encasement, followed by the 
pump station valve vault. Once 
these deeper features have been 
completed, the pump station 
footprint will be backfilled to install 
the underslab piping and 
electrical, followed by the pump 
station grade beams and slab on 
grade. Concrete installation at the 
Booster Pump Station will take 
roughly 130 WD’s. 
 
After the slab has been poured, work at the pump station will follow a series of building 
trade subcontractors who will construct the CMU block walls, erect the open web steel 
joist roof structure, install the standing seam metal roof and access hatches, install HVAC, 
louvers, roll-up door, etc. CMU block buildings, like the one on the West Side Tanks and 
Booster Pump Station Project, requiring the contribution of numerous building trades are 

Item #4 Key Staff: 
 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning and coordination, 
site supervision of AUBURN concrete and mechanical crews 

 
• Don Pearson (Electrical Superintendent) – Electrical coordination 

Figure 6: Section view of the Booster Pump Station, facing west. 
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a standard feature on water conveyance projects completed by AUBURN. Our project 
manager and site foremen will work closely with our subcontractors to ensure that each 
step is properly coordinated and executed. 
 
As the building is being completed, our mechanical crew will be present to install the 
vertical turbine pumps and motors, exposed piping and valves, and the chemical storage 
and injection system. Completion of the CMU block building and mechanical installation 
will occur in August 2021, approximately 60 WD’s after the slab has been poured. 
Completion of the Booster Pump Station is currently shown with 250 WD’s of float. 
 

 
 
ITEM #6: ELECTRICAL, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONTROL 
As mentioned above, electrical underground installation will begin at the PW tanks after 
over-excavation of the tank footings is complete. It is our preference to rough-in the duct 
bank that runs between the two tanks prior to tank construction, as this area will become 
inaccessible while tank work is in progress and it will prevent us from potentially having 
to excavate back through the MSE foundation if this work had to occur after the tanks 
were completed. From the tanks, our electrical crew will follow behind our mechanical 
crew, roughing-in electrical at the tank valve vault and progressing east to the booster 
pump station. Underground electrical at the pump station will be completed after the pump 
cans and pump station valve vault are backfilled. The electrical crew will then focus on 
the generator area, followed by remaining duct banks onsite. 
 
Once the booster pump station structure is complete, focus will shift to installation of 
above ground features at the pump station, including the switchboard, ATS, VFD’s, soft 
starters, control panel, instrumentation, etc. Our crews will then install the generator and 
ancillary equipment at the generator area. They will then return to the PW tanks once tank 
construction is completed to rough-in any remaining underground and install tank 
instrumentation. 
 
Our electrical team will be a driving force in helping to coordinate permanent power 
connection to the site. We will engage with Roseville Electric early on and throughout the 

Item #5 Key Staff: 
 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning and coordination, 
site supervision of AUBURN concrete and mechanical crews, subcontractor 
coordination 

 
• Don Pearson (Electrical Superintendent) – Electrical coordination 

 
• Building Trade Subcontractors – Construction of CMU block building, steel 

erection, roof installation, HVAC, roll-up door 
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project to ensure that our scheduling and inspection requirements are identified and 
understood. 
 
Installation of hardware, instrumentation, and I&C infrastructure will be by the Contractor 
while programming will be provided by the City. Our electrical team and system integrator 
will work closely with the City to ensure that this is a smooth and successful process. 
 
AUBURN holds a major advantage over our competitors in the electrical field because we 
perform all electrical work in-house. This not only helps us to keep our costs low, but it 
effectively houses the electrical scope within the AUBURN family. Work is scheduled 
seamlessly as our managers from the civil and electrical disciplines work hand-in-hand, 
and our field crews work together on a daily basis. This helps to severely mitigate 
scheduling and coordination conflicts that can occur as subcontractors vie for priority or 
access. 
 

 
 
ITEM #7: SITEWORK CONCRETE, PAVING, AND LANDSCAPING 
After the site is developed and some of the major structural features are completed, focus 
will shift to several sitework related features, including the CMU block wall, installation of 
three (3) Bioretention Ponds, permanent chain link fencing, sitework concrete, AC paving, 
and landscaping. Some of these features cannot be completed until the tank work is 
complete and GATEWAY has demobilized from the site, such as installing the south 
bioretention pond and grading, paving, and pouring miscellaneous concrete around the 
tanks. 
 

Item #6 Key Staff: 
 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning and coordination 
 

• Andy Rusk (Electrical PM) – Electrical sequencing and scheduling, 
Coordination with Roseville Electric 
 

• Don Pearson (Electrical Superintendent) – Site electrical coordination and 
supervision 

 
• Integrator – Supply, testing, & startup assist of PLC, control panel, 

instrumentation, and other I&C hardware. 
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ITEM #8: PROJECT STARTUP, COMMISSIONING, AND CLOSEOUT 
As we approach project completion, AUBURN will provide a detailed Start-up Plan and 
Disinfection Plan, along with a Start-up Schedule and Training Schedules in accordance 
with Technical Specification Section 07750, to coordinate all start-up activities with the 
City and our suppliers. This plan and schedule will be provided to the City not less than 3 
months prior to initial equipment startup to allow ample time for review. 
 
The startup process, in general, will begin with the cleaning, flushing, disinfection, 
bacteriological testing, and leak testing of the PW Tanks and distribution system, which 
was discussed briefly in Item #3 above. Once we have water in the system, we can move 
into Functional and Performance Testing of the plant equipment. Each individual 
equipment startup will be coordinated by AUBURN and will be supervised onsite by the 
manufacturers’ technical representative. Our Integrator and the City’s programmer will 

also be required onsite 
during this process, so 
they are able to 
communicate directly 
with the manufacturers’ 
representatives and 
ensure that each piece 
of equipment is 
communicating properly 
with the plant PLC. City 
operators will also be 
required onsite at this 
time to participate in 
essential training for 
each piece of 
equipment. 
 
Operational Testing of 
the plant can proceed 
once training and 
individual equipment 

Item #7 Key Staff: 
 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning and coordination, 
sequencing subcontractor work, managing Auburn forces performing 
concrete installation. 
 

• Subcontractors – Paving, Landscaping, CMU block installation, Liner 
installation, & chain link fencing will be performed by subcontractor forces. 

Figure 7: Aerial view of a PW and wastewater treatment facility recently 
constructed and commissioned by AUBURN for Harrah’s Northern California 

Casino in Ione, CA. 
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start-ups have been completed. Overall startup of the plant facilities will be demonstrated 
by conducting a seven (7) day, continuous operational test of the completed facilities. This 
test will prove to the City’s and Engineer’s satisfaction that all equipment and systems 
operate in the manner they are intended to perform. 
 
Our final task will be to ensure that a thorough punch list has been developed and all 
items have been fully satisfied. AUBURN will then demobilize from the project and 
turnover the facility to the City’s care.  
 

 
 
PRELIMINARY PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Our proposed work schedule is shown on the pages that follow. This preliminary schedule 
has been prepared by Darin Van Oosterhout, who is our proposed CPM Scheduler for the 
project. Please see Tab G of this proposal to review Darin’s experience and qualifications. 
 
  

Item #8 Key Staff: 
 

• Luke Smith (Project Manager) – Overall project planning and coordination, 
sequencing of start-up activities, preparation of start-up plan, coordinating 
training, development of punch list, and completion of As-Builts. 

 
• Andy Rusk (Electrical PM) – Electrical and I&C startup coordination. 

 
• Gateway Pacific (Tank Builder) – Leak Testing, Disinfection of PW Tanks. 

 
• Integrator – Onsite I&C startup assistance. 

 
• Vendors – Onsite equipment testing and startups. 
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PROJECT COST REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES 

Based on AUBURN’s thorough proposal preparation and our firm’s extensive experience 
constructing projects of similar scope, we have identified the following items we believe 
can improve the existing plan for the new facilities while also potentially creating a savings 
both during construction and for long term operation and maintenance. 
 
OPPORTUNITY #1: STANDBY GENERATOR  
Some disadvantages to the current generator arrangement are the large footprint 
consumed, the generator will most likely require proprietary parts for servicing and 
maintenance, and, if the generator were to go down, there is no redundancy built into the 
system. We would like to propose the installation of three (3) 500 kW generators in 
parallel. Some advantages to this proposed system include: less up-front costs, less 
maintenance costs, much faster starting than the 1500 kW size generator, no proprietary 
parts needed, some amount of redundancy built into the system if one generator fails, and 
the ability to add a future generator should the plant load increase in the future. 
 
Another inherent opportunity with this change would be to install belly fuel tanks under 
each generator. This would greatly diminish the footprint of the generator and eliminate 
the need to run additional plumbing and electrical to a remote tank. Costs would be greatly 
reduced by eliminating the need for third-party components in the tank fabrication, 
eliminating the extra concrete footing, and eliminating the stairs and landings. 
 
To initiate this opportunity’s review the generator manufacturer will provide 
documentation in submittal format showing the benefits of changing to multiple smaller 
generators along with some of the frequently asked questions and examples of other 
projects which have made similar changes.  
 

 
Figure 8: Overview of the current design for a 1500 kW diesel engine generator, load bank, and remote fuel tank 

located on the east side of the Booster Pump Station. 
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OPPORTUNITY #2: TANK FOUNDATION 
GATEWAY has been involved in several Design-Build pre-stressed concrete storage tank 
projects that included foundation improvements similar to the one designed for this 
project. One of these past projects utilized the same Geogrid and MSE system 
specification as the West Side Tanks. It is our professional opinion that it may be possible 
to utilize Rammed Earth Rock Columns, or alternatively, substitute CLSM in place of 
Geogrid in order to realize a significant cost savings. We recommend hiring an outside 
geotechnical engineer to examine soil borrowings to assist us in developing a cost saving 
alternative, which will also potentially lessen future settlement. Upon receiving initial 
design information (load diagram) from the Engineer of Record, we would then consult 
with potential Rammed Earth Pier Contractors to determine if the change is feasible. If 
feasible and works with other conditions and requirements for the project we would then 
have this reviewed and approved by our own subconsultant geotechnical engineer. 
 

 
Figure 9: Isometric, x-ray view through the two 6.0 MG potable water storage tanks and the MSE foundation. 

OPPORTUNITY #3: HYDRODYNAMIC MIXING SYSTEM 
Specification Section 11268 requires that the tank mixing system in the two potable water 
tanks be the Tideflex Mixing System sole sourced by Tideflex Technologies. The cost of 
this system is extremely expensive because it is proprietary equipment with no 
competition. This type of mixing system functions well when there is only one common 
inlet and outlet pipe designed in the tank; however, the West Side Tanks are designed 
with individual inlet and outlet pipes. There are other ways of providing water mixing 
without using duckbill valves and stainless-steel piping. For example, the City has a 
mixing system in their 7.2mg North East tank utilizing a perforated inlet pipe on the tank 
floor. 
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Aside from its inflated cost, a key 
disadvantage to the Tideflex passive mixing 
system is it only mixes when water is being 
pumped into the tank. During the winter 
months when water use is greatly reduced, 
an active mixing system using a stand-
alone mixer inside the tank is much more 
efficient. The continuous, powerful 
circulation of an active mixer provides the 
most thorough mixing for tanks and enables 
operators to keep tanks full without 
sacrificing water quality. Utilizing an active 
mixing system for the West Side Tanks 
could present a significant cost savings to 
the project and will improve water quality. 
Additional input and information will be provided from follow-up meetings with the 
operations staff and Engineer of Record to determine if this opportunity is further 
discussed (pursuant to our meeting of 3-Mar.-20). 
 

Figure 10: View of a Tideflex Passive Mixing System 
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CONTRACTOR’S MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS AND 
CERTIFICATIONS 

ATTACHMENT 1 – Proposer’s Certification and Evidence of Authority to Sign 
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Certification of Proposer’s Experience and Qualifications 
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ATTACHMENT 3 – License Information 
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ATTACHMENT 4 – Corporate Tree 
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PROJECT TEAM QUALIFICATIONS AND 
EXPERIENCE 

AUBURN CONSTRUCTORS 
 
Auburn Constructors, LLC (AUBURN) is a General 
Engineering contractor that has been providing a wide 
range of construction services for Clients/ Owners in 
California and Nevada since 1990. AUBURN 
specializes in the construction of water and wastewater 
treatment facilities, storm water and freshwater pump 
stations, water storage facilities, and other water 
resource/recovery projects. Each project is approached 
as a joint effort between the client, design, and 
construction teams. We consistently deliver the highest 
quality and best value to our clients by integrating 
teamwork, dedicated project management, and 
outstanding craftsmanship. 
 
AUBURN self-performs much of all field work with its 
own experienced crews, including structural concrete, 
mechanical and process piping, equipment 
installation and associated earthwork as well as all 
electrical and instrumentation installations. Many of 
the company’s craftspeople are skilled in several trades which makes the crews versatile 
and efficient. AUBURN supports its projects with a corporate staff that is thoroughly 
experienced in all aspects of construction accounting, contracts, risk-management and 
employee administration services. 
 
Throughout our history, AUBURN has completed numerous construction projects under 
alternative contracting methods. This list includes projects for the Calaveras County 
Water District, Kirkwood PUD, California American Water Company, Sacramento 
Regional County Sewer District, Modesto Irrigation District and numerous water and 
wastewater facilities for Indian Gaming Facilities throughout Northern California. We have 
also successfully completed the following projects with the City of Roseville: 
 

• Dry Creek WWTP Cogeneration and Nitrate Reduction Improvements Project (Design 
Assist) 

• Dry Creek WWTP Effluent Cooling Towers (Design Build) 
• Pleasant Grove WWTP UV Disinfection (Design Assist) 
• Dry Creek WWTP Secondary Clarifier(s) Rehabilitation (Design Assist)  
• Roseville WTP Concrete & Clarifier Coating and Rehabilitation (Design Assist) 

 
AUBURN has also completed the following projects under alternative contracting methods with 
Water Works Engineers: 

Figure 11: Auburn personnel installing 
vertical turbine pumps at the Los Osos Water 

Recycling Facility Project. 
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• Dry Creek WWTP Secondary Clarifier(s) Rehabilitation (Design Assist) 
• Folsom Water Treatment Plant – Solids Dewatering Project (Design Build)  

 
AUBURN maintains an in-house Electrical Division, which is an integral member of the 
contracting team for all municipal projects we pursue. The magnitude of the electrical and 
instrumentation scope on a typical water delivery project requires the Contractor to 
possess, ideally with its own personnel, expertise of this industry in order to successfully 
construct, test and implement all of the electrical scope.  AUBURN, through its in-house 
Electrical Division, can provide the City with assurance these requirements will be met. 
Andy Rusk is the Electrical Project Manager assigned to this project and will be assisting 
Don Pearson, the Electrical Superintendent, with procurement, RFI’s, submittals, QC and 
safe work practices with respect to the electrical scope of work on this project.  Both Mr. 
Rusk and Mr. Pearson have experience working with the City of Roseville in this capacity 
on the recently constructed Dry Creek WWTP Design-Assist Project. 
 
The civil, mechanical, and electrical capabilities of AUBURN are unmatched within the 
treatment plant construction industry. AUBURN takes pride in continually earning positive 
comparisons when our completed work is seen next to that of another contractor. We see 
this superior craftsmanship as a direct result of our culture to train and promote from within 
the organization. We have promoted from within more than 80% of the foremen currently 
employed by AUBURN. This enables AUBURN to hand pick each foreman based on his 
leadership capabilities, craftsmanship, attention to safety and ethical character. 
Motivation and loyalty breed success in our company culture. 
 

 
Figure 12: Aerial view of the Los Osos Water Recycling Facility Project. Auburn completed construction of this 

$47.8M contract in September of 2016. 

We believe that people are our most valuable asset. As such, safety is considered the 
Company’s top priority. All new employees are thoroughly trained in safe work practices 
as it pertains to their respective work assignments and must pass pre-employment drug 
and alcohol screening. Safety is the key consideration when activities are planned, and 
our subcontractors are required to follow strict safety protocols as well. It is our focus that 
all our employees retire in good health with no injuries along the way. AUBURN believes 
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its strict attitude toward safety is the reason the company has an excellent safety record 
and has never received an OSHA citation.  
 
The goal of AUBURN is to deliver the West Side Tanks and Booster Pump Station project 
to the City before its expected completion date and for a lower cost than budgeted.  Our 
Project Manager (PM) plays a critical role in making this goal a reality. The PM assigned 
to this project, Luke Smith, will be onsite full-time and will be responsible for all aspects 
of the project. Mr. Smith is eager to join the Design-Assist team to collaborate with the 
City, Engineer, Subcontractors and Suppliers to deliver a quality project as cost-effectively 
as possible. Mr. Smith will be assisted by Kyle Hutchens with daily activities including 
daily QC inspection logs, RFI’s, subcontractor scheduling, safety meetings/inspections, 
submittals, etc.  Mr. Hutchens has experience working with the City of Roseville in this 
capacity on the recently constructed Dry Creek WWTP Design-Assist Project.  Mr. Smith 
will also have the support from Kevin Couper, Safety Director, with respect to the company 
safety program.  Mr. Couper provides all our Project Manager’s with weekly safety 
meetings which are conducted on-site, as well as ensures that all Cal-OSHA safety and 
health requirements are in compliance. 
 
MAJOR SUBCONTRACTOR: GATEWAY PACIFIC CONTRACTORS 
 

Construction of the pre-stressed concrete potable water storage tanks 
will be performed by our Major Subcontractor, Gateway Pacific 
Contractors, Inc. (GATEWAY). Since 1987, Gateway has built over 90 
AWWA D110 Type 1 prestressed reservoirs with DN Tanks, their 
designated tank pre-stressor. President Evan Lundin oversaw the 
construction of his first prestressed concrete reservoir in 1981 and has 

been actively involved in the prestressed tank industry for 39 years. As Gateway’s 
President, Evan has been involved in many improvements in design and construction of 
these tanks, working closely with DN Tanks’ owners and engineers.  
 
GATEWAY is the only local qualified prestressed tank contractor in Northern California. 
Headquartered in Sacramento, California, GATEWAY has 60 full-time employees 
including 5 experienced tank superintendents.  Although it is critical to have highly-
experienced project managers and superintendents building prestressed tanks, it is just 
as important to have well-seasoned craftsman, including operators, carpenters, finishers 
and labors with the knowledge of what it takes to construct watertight structure with thin 
concrete slabs and 40-foot tall walls. These are the details that make a successful 
concrete prestressed tank.  
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Figure 13: Aerial view of the Bay Street Reservoir Replacement - Phase 2 project in Santa Cruz, CA constructed by 
Gateway Pacific. This project included the construction of a 6MG prestressed concrete potable water storage tank. 

Because of the building boom in Northern California, all contractors are experiencing a 
shortage of skilled construction workers. GATEWAY is well aware of this and has been 
very selective not to take on more work than they have skilled craftsmen available to 
complete. The timing of these two particular 6MG tanks would be especially beneficial to 
GATEWAY as they are currently constructing a 6MG prestressed concrete tank in Lincoln, 
California which will be completed by June of this year. This crew of experienced 
craftsmen would be available for the West Side Tanks and Pump Station project. 
 
Over our 32 years, GATEWAY has developed a great working relationship with the local 
subcontracting community. They select only subcontractors who have a proven record to 
be part of the team. GATEWAY self-performs all the concrete work with their experienced 
crews, while subcontracting the furnishing and placing of rebar to a qualified rebar 
Subcontractor with whom they are familiar. GATEWAY will also subcontract the deck 
shoring to an experienced shoring contractor who has done many of their tanks in the 
past. As mentioned above, GATEWAY will contract with DN Tanks, Inc. to provide the 
prestressing and shotcrete work.    
  
GATEWAY’s attention to safety has resulted in an EMR 3-year average of 0.90, 
Recordable Incident Rate 3-year average of 0.656 and “0” Lost Workday Incident Rate for 
the last 3 years.  Gary Bechtel is Gateway Pacific’s Safety Manager. He, along with the 
tank superintendent and GATEWAY’s highly experienced craftsmen, will ensure that this 
project is constructed in a safe, healthy and responsible manner.  
 
GATEWAY and AUBURN have worked together in the past on several projects in the 
area. We have a history of successful partnerships on projects, several of which were 
performed directly for the City of Roseville.  
 
THE PROJECT TEAM 
 
The following is a brief description of the duties, qualifications and availability of the 
management team assigned to this project. Each team member is readily available for 
this project once Contractor selection has been made. Please refer to the Appendix for 
the professional resumes of each team member listed below.        
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Dean Bailey, President (Project Sponsor) – Mr. Bailey, the majority 
shareholder of AUBURN, holds a degree in Construction Management 
from California State University, Chico and has over 28 years of 
experience with AUBURN constructing water and wastewater treatment 
facilities in the Western United States.  Mr. Bailey will oversee all 
contractual matters for this project.  As President and Managing Member 
for AUBURN, Mr. Bailey has an intimate knowledge of the project 

requirements as well as the intrinsic liabilities as they relate to the balance of Auburn’s 
corporate structure. Project availability: On demand and will attend monthly meetings. 
 

Kevin Couper, Senior Vice President (Principle-in-Charge) – Mr. Couper 
holds a Construction Management Certificate from the University of 
California, Davis and has over 27 years of experience with AUBURN 
constructing water and wastewater treatment facilities in the Western 
United States.  Mr. Couper manages all field operations for AUBURN, 
assuring proper manpower and equipment are always assigned to all 
projects and works closely with each manager as needs arise. 

Additionally, Mr. Couper holds the position of AUBURN Safety Director. Kevin will ensure 
all safety training, inspections, meetings, and Cal-OSHA requirements are in compliance. 
Project availability:  On demand and will attend weekly coordination meetings. 
 

Luke Smith, P.E. Project Manager – Mr. Smith will be the on-site project 
manager for AUBURN, as well as serve in the role of Job 
Superintendent and Quality Control Manager. Mr. Smith holds a 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from California State 
University, Chico, as well as Professional Engineer licensure with the 
State of California. Mr. Smith has successfully completed several 
projects for AUBURN since joining the company in 2015.  Project 
availability is 100%. 

 
Kyle Hutchens, Assistant Project Manager – Mr. Hutchens will be the 
on-site assistant project manager for AUBURN. Mr. Hutchens holds a 
Bachelor of Science in Construction Management from Everglades 
University. Mr. Hutchens will assist the project manager with daily 
activities including daily QC inspection logs, RFI’s, subcontractor 
scheduling, safety meetings/inspections, submittals, etc. Project 
availability is 100%. 

 
Darin Van Oosterhout, CPM Scheduler – Mr. Van Oosterhout is 
AUBURN’s proposed CPM Scheduler for the West Side Tanks and 
Pump Station Project. Darin has been a Project Manager and the lead 
scheduler with our Company on 18 projects since 1996.  As the 
Construction Scheduler, Darin will work closely with all the Project 
stakeholders to ensure critical path activities are well identified, all 
potential delays are quickly addressed, and any project concerns are 
remedied. Project availability is 20%. 
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Andy Rusk, Electrical Project Manager – Mr. Rusk will assist AUBURN 
project management staff on all electrical matters.  Mr. Rusk will direct 
all manpower workforce utilization for the Electrical Division on this 
project.  Mr. Rusk will develop, process and review electrical material 
and equipment submittals for this project, generate electrical RFI’s and 
will perform overall electrical coordination with all trades.  Mr. Rusk 
commenced his employment with AUBURN in 2016. Project availability 
is 20%. 

 
Don Pearson, Electrical Superintendent – Mr. Pearson will assist 
AUBURN project management staff on all electrical matters. 
Responsibilities include management of field crews to self-perform 
electrical and equipment installations. Coordination with project 
management, subcontractors, and suppliers. Oversee safety, quality 
control, and project scheduling. Assist project foreman with RFI’s, 
design changes, material and equipment procurement, manpower, and 
equipment data information. Mr. Pearson commenced his employment 
with AUBURN in 2016. Project availability is 100%. 

 
Gary Bechtel, Vice President, GATEWAY – Mr. Bechtel is an 
engineering and construction management industry veteran having 
served in multiple senior level positions over a distinguished 30-year 
career. Mr. Bechtel’s career includes a broad and diversified project 
portfolio including an $800 million Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Plant in 
Indonesia and a $5.5 billion U.S. Nuclear Power Plant while with 
Bechtel International, as well as $500M in successful wastewater and 
water treatment and storage projects for GATEWAY where he currently 
serves as VP Safety Manager. Project availability is 10%. 

 
Jay Hall, Project Manager, GATEWAY – As Northern California 
Operations Manager, Mr. Hall is responsible for establishing and 
monitoring the budget of each Northern California project, including the 
preparation of monthly progress draws. At the beginning of each 
project, Jay selects the subcontractors and suppliers based on their 
capabilities, scopes of work and total cost. Jay orders all permits, 
organizes the work force, and ensures the project complies with the 
specifications and industry codes. He then tracks the project CPM 
schedule closely, monitoring progress and delays. Availability is 20%. 

 
Gary Heim, Tank Superintendent Option #1, GATEWAY – Mr. Heim is 
responsible for managing project budget and schedule. His daily duties 
include planning, workforce management, coordination of 
subcontractors and deliveries, and interaction with representatives of 
the Owners and Engineer.  Other duties include updating CPM 
schedule and weekly cost accounting. Additionally, Gary ensures that 
employees are provided with proper equipment, PPE, training, and 
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safe work procedures so they can make informed decisions and 
achieve our objective of no lost time incidents. Availability is 100%.  

 
Gene Gregory, Tank Superintendent Option #2, GATEWAY – Mr. 
Gregory will be responsible for completing this project under budget 
and on time. His daily duties include planning, workforce management, 
coordination of subcontractors and deliveries, and interaction with 
representatives of the Owners and Engineer.  Additionally, Gene 
ensures that employees are provided with proper equipment, PPE, 
training, and safe work procedures so they can make informed 
decisions and achieve our objective of no lost time incidents. Project 
availability is 100%. 

 
Andrew Christy, Project Manager, DN Tanks – Mr. Christy is 
responsible for project management and construction operations for 
DN Tanks. His primary responsibility is profitable and timely project 
completion consistent with quality standards.  He will provide support 
to field staff during the course of the project as necessary. 
 
Brett Crockett, Pre-Stressing Superintendent, DN Tanks – Mr. Crockett 
is responsible for project completion within budget, in compliance with 
contract specifications, with high quality, and on time.  He will consult 
with the PM and provide recommendations as necessary to improve 
project performance. Mr. Crockett will be DN Tanks’ company 
representative at the job site and is in charge of all operations including 
DN Tanks’ safety program. Mr. Crockett will act as the ACI Certified 
shotcrete nozzleman. Project availability is 100%.



 
 

West Side Tanks & Booster Pump Station 
Organizational Chart 
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Owner

Prime
Contractor

Luke Smith, 
PM, QC & 

Safety 
Manager

Andy Rusk, 
Electrical PM
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Electrical 
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Electrical 
Craftsmen
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Asst. PM, QC 
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Assist 

Civil, 
Mechanical 
Foremen

Civil, 
Mechanical 
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SUBS
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Tank Builder

Jay Hall,
Project 

Manager
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Brett Crockett
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Shoring Sub
Rebar Sub

Gary Heim, 
Tank Super

Gene Gregory, 
Tank Super

Dean Bailey,
Project 
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SUBCONTRACTOR LIST AND ASSURANCE OF 
DESIGNATED PROJECT TEAM 

ATTACHMENT 7 – SUBCONTRACTOR LIST 
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ATTACHMENT 8 – ASSURANCE OF DESIGNATED PROJECT TEAM 
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SAFETY PROGRAM AND RECORDS 

AUBURN believes that our people are our most 
valuable asset and anyone visiting or working at an 
AUBURN project must be kept safe from the 
intrinsic danger of a construction site. As such, 
safety is considered the Company’s top 
priority. AUBURN commences with safety training 
when each person is hired. All new employees must 
pass a pre-employment drug and alcohol screen 
and sign up to the Drug & Alcohol Prevention Policy 
as a condition of employment. All new employees 
are thoroughly trained in safe work practices as it 
pertains to their respective work assignments. In the 
event of any accident causing personal injury or 
property damage, all individuals involved are 
subjected to additional drug and alcohol testing. Any 
violation of the Drug & Alcohol Prevention Policy is 
grounds for immediate discharge.  
 
Safety is the key consideration when activities are planned, and our subcontractors are 
required to follow strict safety protocols as well. AUBURN believes its strict attitude 
towards safety is the reason the company has an excellent safety record and has never 
received an OSHA citation since the founding of the company in 1990 despite several 
OSHA visits over the years. More important than a good safety record; we want all 
employees to retire in good health with no injuries along the way. 
 
Kevin Couper is the Company Safety Director and coordinates all required safety training 
and compliance.  Luke Smith will be responsible for conducting weekly safety meetings, 
site inspections, subcontractor safety and all PPE compliance. Both Mr. Couper’s and Mr. 
Smith’s resumes are attached in the Appendix. An electronic copy of our company Safety 
Program has been provided on the thumb drives provided with this proposal.  
 
AUBURN’s Workers Compensation Insurance Carrier contact information is as follows: 
 
The Hartford 
12009 Foundation Place 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95762 
Tessa Lopes, (916) 294-1368 
 
AUBURN SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 clearly states our common goal of safe 
and healthful working conditions. Safety and health of the employees of AUBURN must 
be part of every operation.  Without question, this is the responsibility of everyone at any 
and all levels. 

Figure 14: Auburn crews installing tank piping on a 
steel PW storage tank for Harrah’s NorCal casino. 
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It is our intent to comply with all laws. To do this, we must constantly be aware of 
conditions in all work areas that can produce injuries.  No employee of this company is 
required to work at a job he/she knows is not safe or healthful.  Your cooperation in the 
detection of hazards and, in turn, controlling or eliminating them, is a condition of your 
employment.  Inform your supervisor immediately of any situation beyond your ability or 
authority to correct. 
 
AUBURN will maintain a safety and health program conforming to or exceeding the best 
practices and standards of this industry.  To be successful, such a program must embody 
proper attitudes toward injury and illness prevention on the part of supervisors and 
employees.  It also requires cooperation in all safety and health matters, not only between 
supervisor and employee, but also between each employee and his/her co-worker.  Only 
through such a cooperative effort, can a safety program in the best interest of all be 
established and preserved. 

 
 

The safety and health program is expected to reduce the number of injuries and illnesses 
to an absolute minimum.  In order to accomplish this, the responsibilities for safety and 
health are shared by each and every one of us. 
 
 As the employer, we accept responsibility for the guidance and implementation of the safety 

and health program and for providing the safeguards required to ensure safe conditions. 
 

 As the supervisor, we accept responsibility for the development of proper attitudes toward 
safety and health within ourselves and those we supervise and for ensuring that all operations 
are performed with the utmost regard for the safety and health of all personnel involved, 
including ourselves. 
 

 As the employee, we accept responsibility for the genuine and wholehearted operation of all 
aspects of the safety and health program, including compliance with all rules and regulations 
and for continuously practicing safety while performing our duties.

Figure 15:  Auburn crew installs a 72” cement coated steel pipe manifold in Lathrop, CA. 
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